BACK FROM THE BRINK

In the Mediterranean, it is the only island that offers both the Ionian Sea or the countryside. It is perched on a hill above the

CEMADIA GETS NINTENDO’S VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

After a one-year-long absence, Nintendo chose a new partner, CEMADIA S.E. and granted the company a new exclusive distribu-

ean by the American way of business, promoting pro-business strate-

dualism and offering better quality and lower prices.

EVOIKI ZIMI S.A.: UNCOMPROMISING ON QUALITY

Standing out in 1984 as a small firm that focuses on pastries and food products, Evoiki Zimi S.A. has since grown into a

corporations—very important as we are to the potential investors to conduct business in the country. There are a lot of opportunities for the country,” Ambassador of Japan Yasuhiro Shimizu said.

ANGSANA: A GLOBAL LUXURY BRAND THAT REDEFINES RESORT HOSPITALITY

Bangsan Tree Holding, a global provider in the hospitality industry, boasts five award-winning brands—Bangsan Tree, Angsana, Zimi

care and neighboring Turkey. We have been working together since 1984. We have come to know who our partners are, and we can

The company is preparing to

open a large factory that can accommodate more orders from domestic and international mar-

economies.

In Greece, at the height of the crisis, more than 35 percent and sparked mass migration. Property prices plummeted. The economy shrunk 25 percent.

Then, the global coronavirus pandemic hit. But in being a green island, Evia offered this environment.
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